
BE A PRO IN YOUR KITCHEN

WWW.KUCHT.COM

APPLICABLE MODEL: KNG301, KNG361, KNG481, KNG301/LP, KNG361/LP, KNG481/LP,
KEG303, KEG363, KEG483, KEG303/LP, KEG363/LP, KEG483/LP 
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 The oven-knob displayed temperature is set to match the oven temperature with the 
convection mode on.  When using the oven with the convection feature o�, the temperature 
inside the oven could be between 25 to 50 degrees lower than the knob indicates.
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The main objective of KUCHT is to meet the needs and 
expectations of our customers. For this reason, all our 
products are subjected to rigorous security and quality 
controls to be above the North American safety 
standards.

KUCHT Warranty covers defects in Parts and Labor for 
functional parts that are the result of normal usage for a 
period of time of 4 Years for Parts and Labor in the U.S. 
and 2 years for Parts and Labor in Canada from date of 
purchase.

Functional parts are those components parts that are critical to the performance of the product’s 
essential function. 
Nonfunctional parts are those that are not critical like knobs, handles, or cosmetic parts. KUCHT 
will repair or replace the unit or any parts, therefore, as required, subject to these terms and 
conditions.

Warranty Exclusions
The Kucht LLC Limited Warranty covers residential installations only and is non-transferable to any 
other party.
Warranty is void when the product is installed in common areas where more than a single party 
has rightful access to its use or in locations considered beyond normal residential use.
Warranty does not apply to products installed in any commercial or non-residential application. 
Examples of excluded applications include, but are not limited to day care centers, schools, bed 
and breakfast centers, churches, private clubs, �re stations, club houses, common areas in 
multi-family dwellings, restaurants, bakeries, hotels, nursing homes, food service locations and 
institutional food service locations.

For more information visit https://kucht.com/online/warranty/
Or scan the following QR code.


